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which, in general, is not zero. Without this term, the system(A.8)-(A. 10)
has an equihbrium at the originfm = 0, f = 0,e = 0, suitable for a local
stability analysis by linearization. After this analysis, the extent of local
stability properties should be tested by reintroducing the forcing term yw*e* as a perturbation. The linearization of (A.8)-(A.10) around the
origin leaves (A.8) unchanged while (A.9)-(A.10) becomes
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On Stabilization and the Existence of Coprime
Factorizations
V. ANANTHARAM
Abstract-Let X be an integral domain and 5 its qnotient field. We
show there are plants over 5 which have no stable coprime factorizations,
but can be stabilized in a stable closed loop. This answers a question
posed by Vidyasagar, Schneider, and Francis.

(A.12)
Since (A.8) does not depend on f or 8 and is u.a.s., the local stability
properties of the zero solution of (A.8)-(A.10) are determined by the
properties of the system

Our purpose is to develop an example which answers a question posed
by Vidyasagar, Schneider, and Francis [4]. Admittedly the example is
somewhat artificial from a system theoretic standpoint,
but it should prove
of assistance in subsequent investigations.
I.

PROBLEM

Let X be an integral domain and5 its quotient field. If P E S n X m
and
C E 5””“are such thatthe closed-loop system(Fig. 1) is stable, then the
input to error matrix
(Z”+PCy’
C(I,+PQ-l

If e, is small, the term ye*C can be treated as a perturbation and stability
analysis is performed without it, that is, on the system (1.1).

(I,+CP)-I

is such thatHe, E X ~ n + m ~ x ((by
n +definition
mf
X consists of stable scalar
plants-see [4]). It may be readily proved that the matrix
always
hasbotharightcoprimefractionalrepresentationanda
left coprime
fractional representation when the closed loop is stable [4].
The question posed in141 is the following. Is ir always necessary that
C and P individually have coprime factorizations when the closed
loop is stable? An answer is of great importance because the bane of
fractional representation theory is the question of existence of coprime
representations.
We construct an example which answers the question in the negative.
The key idea is that our integral domain X is not a unique factorization
domain.

[t i]
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-FyZm+CP)-‘

II. THE EXAMPLE

+

Let X = 1 1 -51 = X[x]/(x2 5 ) where 2‘ is the ring of integers,
Z[x] the ring of polynomials
in x with integral coefficients,(x2 + 5) is the
ideal generatedby x2 + 5 € ax], and / means we form the quotient ring
(For all undefined terms see any good bookon algebra, e.g., [I]-[3].)
Then X is an integral domain because the ideal (x2 + 5 ) is prime. It is
also not a unique factorization domain, as can be verified from

Ourexampleisscalar.L.etp= (l+J=3)/2€5andC=(1-,/=3)/-2
€5. We verify that
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+

Multiplying out gives the conditions

P

.

r

Fig. 1.

This has an immediatemoduletheoreticinterpretation.
To establish
contradiction, we wish to prove that the submoduleof ZZgenerated over
Zby the column vectorsof the 2 X 4 matrix above can nevercontain [:I,
whatever the values of a , /3.
Let us multiply the above equation
on the left by the Z-unimodular
I O
matrix [
,I. Since

Also, from [4, Theorem 4.11 it follows that, if we let

N=

1

-1-J-5
-2

-,

[:I

r

;] [:]

=

1

=l
3

-I-J-s

D=

[

1

a
a+3p
-6a-313
30

(2.10)

-p

(2.1 1)

20!+2p

i.e., about the submodule Spanned by its columns, over Z.
By forming O-linear combinations of the columns of the above
matrix,
one can check that the vectors [,“,I and [
generate the submodule
we are interested in. Thus, an equivalent problem is to show that it is
impossible to find integers rn and n such that

1 + G

I-J-5

[:I

we have the equivalent problem aboutthe integer matrix

and
-2

l

-d+aJ

-2

then the pair (N, 0)gives a right coprime fractional representation of

[
O
C

3.

We w
l
i now show that p has no stable coprime factorization (similar
argumentswork for c). First, we havetofmd
all possiblefractional
representations for p . Let
If CY and /3 have a nontrivial commondivisor, this is clearly impossible.
So we assume gcd(cy, B) = 1. Now, the only choices of rn and n making
thefirstrowzeroarern=kpn=-kawithsomekEZ.Ifk# f l , i t
row, so onceagainit is
appears as acommonfactorofthesecond
impossible to satisfy (2.12). So assume k = f 1 . We get

Multiplying we get the conditions

&(3fl2+2c@+2aZ)=1.

We may rewrite this as
which on simplification yield

2 p + f f z + ( a+ p y =

2~-2b+6d=O

It is easyto see that all possible solutions in integers
equations are given by
0, 1, - 1 )

Indeed, given any solution (a, b, c , d) let CY = b and

(2.13)

a,

of the above

m.CONCLUSION ( n i E A N S W R )
B E 2. (2.6)
= - d.

If X is permitted to be an arbitrary integral domain as in [4], it is
possible to stabilize plants which have no coprime factorizations.

Thus,

all possible fractional representationsof p are given by

P=

1.

But it is clearly impossible to find integers Q and which satisfy (2.13).
Thus, we have proved the impossibility
of satisfying (2.12). It follows that
p has no coprime fractional representation.

c=20+5d.

(a, b , c, d)=a(l, 1 , 2,0)+/3(3,

Zk

(ff+3/3)+crJ-5

(2ff+p)-pG

where CY,
/3 E Z,at least one nonzero.
Next, we prove that no such representation can be coprime over X.
Suppose the contrary. Then there exist integers u, u , w, x such that
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